
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Jacolby Satterwhite at Mitchell-Innes &amp; NashHÃ©lÃ¨ne Fauquet at Schiefe ZÃ¤hneGedi Sibony at Greene NaftaliVictor Man at Galerie NeuPieter Slagboom at Bridget
DonahueDana Lok at PAGE (NYC)Vincent Fecteau at Galerie BuchholzDanh Vo at White CubeRami George at David Salkin Creativeâ€œFaktura (For A Nervous Spirit)â€• at kim? Contemporary Art CentreHardy Hill at
Neue Alte BrÃ¼ckeCindy Sherman at Metro Picturesâ€œTENETâ€• at Swiss InstituteHave an excellent week.The post Week in Review: November 1, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â Steffani
Jemison, Yu Honglei, Moyra Davey, Jibade-Khalil HuffmanVenue:Â Swiss Institute, New YorkExhibition Title:Â TENETDate: September 9 â€“ November 1, 2020Note: An excerpt of Same Time by Steffani Jemison is
available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Swiss Institute, New YorkPress Release:TENET is a time-based media program
at Swiss Institute, following a summer when blockbusters never arrived at their intended destinations. Publicity for a highly anticipated movie suggested a story about a secret intelligence program to alter time. The movie
poster tagline read: â€œTIME RUNS OUT,â€• but then time changed. In 2020, temporality was dramatically altered for many people across the globe â€“ from pauses and delays, to the recursive forms of replay time
associated with trauma and disaster, to the portals to alternative futures that appear to open up in moments of societal change. The works in TENET explore timelines as part of their intrinsic structure by using repetition,
rewinding, speeding up, slowing down, and other forms of editing and reworking to transform existing materials. The program features works by Jibade-Khalil Huffman, Moyra Davey, Yu Honglei and Steffani Jemison.Each
work will be on view at SI for a week and then return for a second showing in the reverse order.Link: â€œTENETâ€• at Swiss InstituteThe post â€œTENETâ€• at Swiss Institute first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Cindy ShermanVenue:Â Metro Pictures, New YorkDate: September 26 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Metro Pictures, New YorkPress Release:For her latest body of work, Cindy Sherman has transformed herself into an extraordinary cast of androgynous characters, expanding her careerlong investigation into
the construction of identity and the nature of representation. The enigmatic figures pictured in the ten new photographs on view are dressed primarily in menâ€™s designer clothing and are posed gallantly in front of
digitally manipulated backgrounds composed from photographs Sherman took while traveling through Bavaria, Shanghai, and Sissinghurst (England). Each character draws the viewer in with their unique style, immediate
eye contact and steely gaze.Renowned for her depictions of female stereotypes, Sherman has played with masculinity and gender expression before. In a series referred to as Doctor and Nurse,â€• Sherman became
both a male and female character, embodying stereotypical mid-century professional archetypes. In the â€œHistory Portraitâ€• series, Sherman became both male aristocrats and clergymen. In her more recent clown
series, the artist donned layers of face paint and shapeless costumes, eliminating the question of gender for many of the characters.One of the most influential artists of her generation, Cindy Sherman will be the subject
of a one-person exhibition at the Fondation Louis Vuitton in Paris that runs from September 23 through January 3, 2021, following major retrospective exhibitions in 2019 at the National Portrait Gallery, London, and the
Vancouver Art Gallery. Her 2012 retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, traveled to the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; and the Dallas Museum of Art. Additional
recent exhibitions include Fosun Foundation, Shanghai; the inaugural exhibition at the Broad Museum, Los Angeles; Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane, Australia; and Astrup Fearnley Museum,
Oslo. Sherman has participated in four Venice Biennales, co-curating a section at the 55th exhibition in 2013. Her work has been included in five iterations of the Whitney Biennial, two Biennales of Sydney, and the 1983
Documenta. She is the recipient of the 2020 Wolf Prize in Arts and has also been awarded the Praemium Imperiale, an American Academy of Arts and Letters Award, and a MacArthur Foundation Fellowship.An online
viewing room will accompany the gallery presentation. Appointments to see the exhibition in person will be available on our website shortly.Link: Cindy Sherman at Metro PicturesThe post Cindy Sherman at Metro Pictures
first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Hardy HillVenue:Â Neue Alte BrÃ¼cke, FrankfurtExhibition Title:Â How would you describe his face? / I wouldnâ€™tDate: September 23 â€“ November 1, 2020Note:
Press release available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Neue Alte BrÃ¼cke, FrankfurtLink: Hardy Hill at Neue Alte BrÃ¼ckeThe post
Hardy Hill at Neue Alte BrÃ¼cke first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Elza SÄ«le, Aleksandra Samulenkova, Ieva Rubeze, Viktoria Modesta, VoldemÄ•rs Matvejs, Leigh Ledare, Vanessa Gravenor, Merlin
Carpenter, James Bridle, 0.0.01.0.0.Venue:Â kim? Contemporary Art Centre, RigaExhibition Title:Â Faktura (For A Nervous Spirit)Date: September 4 â€“ November 1, 2020Curated by: Zane OnckuleClick here to view
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of kim? Contemporary Art Centre, Riga. Photos by Ansis Starks.Â Press Release:Faktura (For a Nervous Spirit) is a
tribute to the spirit of unrest during the so-called â€œpostopticalâ€• era. This spirit, although it to a great extent contains a nostalgia for the pretechnological era with the raves and dance floors that define it, increasingly
manifests itself as a model for a certain behaviour that individuals play out against the background of todayâ€™s reality. It shows most vividly when one starts to â€œwave back at the machineâ€•. Guided by the search
for free analogies and connections and mediated by various tools the exhibition focuses on the spirit world, on surveillance and monitoring strategies, and reflects on the physical/mental health and well-being of a society
trapped in a city. The exhibition borrows ideas from the work â€œFaktÅ«raâ€• (1914) by Latvian-born Russian artist and theoretician VoldemÄ•rs Matvejs (1877-1914) to describe the surface quality of objects that are
otherwise impossible to record by touch. Each piece included in the exhibition â€“ archive photographs and videos, canvas and graffiti, as well as works created through hand-tapping, typeface and collage techniques by
both living and deceased artists â€“ gives off a â€œnoiseâ€• or texture characteristic of a surface autonomy and content specific to them. The shift towards contemplating the role of the surface and texture in art today is
intimately related to the growing distrust and pollution in the sense of vision, or according to Matvejs: â€˜the existence of â€œnoiseâ€•â€™, and hence faktura, is predicated upon the autonomy of the workâ€™s individual
material elements â€“ faktura lies not in their unification but in their cacophony.The faktura of the exhibition is formed by: photographs by VoldemÄ•rs Matvejs of â€œprimitiveâ€• and at the same time expressive ritual
spirit figures of the peoples of North Asia from the Latvian National Library collection (1913); a video-therapeutic film screening of Ieva Rubezeâ€˜s (b. 1977) â€œZÄ•lesâ€• (2000), which includes performances by various
Latvian magician-healers, â€œproblem consultantsâ€• and â€œquack doctorsâ€• accompanied by white noise; A second, Riga version of Merlin Carpenterâ€˜s (b. 1967) â€œPaint-It-Yourselfâ€• suggesting that the
tension of the painting process is already present when all is on view are eight primed canvases and a box placed in the middle of the room full of ready-to-use oil paint tubes, and protected by plexiglass; Leigh
Ledareâ€˜s (b. 1976) nearly 60-minute-long film â€œVokzalâ€• (2016), which maps hidden social dynamics by capturing the banal, yet complex transit choreography of three Moscow train stations; a site-specific gesture
against censorship by 0.0.01.0.0 (b. 1999) that has come about as a result of continuous hand/body movement, or graffiti fitness, further censoring the piece; Elza SÄ«leâ€˜s (1989) set of a wall and floor bound paint
applied metallic units that builds up a vocabulary of psycho-spatial typologies in flow; Vanessa Gravenorâ€˜s (b. 1992) video â€œMe/My Bulletâ€• (2016), which is based on personal experience of the terrorist attacks in
Paris in 2015, that through an absurd historical point of view traces the duration of the attack, and the bullet, to the song â€œThe Sound of Silenceâ€•; a photograph of famous bionic pop artist Viktoria Modesta (b. 1988)
from the Counterflow (2016) campaign that conveys a multidisciplinary approach to future-pop identity and performance art with a post-human edge and is accompanied with the authorâ€™s call to discard past prejudices
and to make way for fully fluid identity; the curatorâ€™s essay from 2019 (in Latvian, Russian and English) transferred to the wall by Aleksandra Samulenkova (b. 1986) and set in the smart-extravagant and â€œwitchyâ€•
typeface Zangezi; and James Bridleâ€˜s (b. 1980) video â€œMy Delight on a Shining Nightâ€• (2018) which is accompanied by an ancient English melody that glorifies thieving and recordings of a numbers stations that
was filmed in Akrotiri, a joint British-US base for over-the-horizon surveillance and global intelligence gathering, which is at the same time home a large population of flamingos. The exhibition also includes the seminal
publication â€œCreative Principles in the Plastic Arts: Fakturaâ€• (1914) from the ZuzÄ•ns Collection.Biographies:0.0.01.0.0 (b. 1999, Latvia) The artist says of himself that he â€œI used to play with (destroyed) toy cars
and matchsticks, now with gasoline and homework.â€•James Bridle (b. 1980, United Kingdom) is a writer and artist working across technologies and disciplines.Merlin Carpenter (b. 1967, United Kingdom) is an artist who
explores the consumerism, fetishism, and elitism of the art world through stunt-like conceptual exhibitions.Vanessa Gravenor (b.1992, Canada) is an artist and a writer living in Berlin. Since 2016, she has been working on
the topic of terrorism, the war on terror, and proxy wars.Leigh Ledare (b. 1976, USA) explores human relationships, social taboos, and the complexity of contemporary culture through images that are often disconcerting or
provocative.VoldemÄ•rs Matvejs (b. 1877â€“d. 1914, Russian Empire) was a Latvian painter, theorist and researcher. He made a unique contribution to the research into cultures outside Europe at the beginning of the
20th century.Viktoria Modesta (b. 1988, Latvia) is a bionic pop artist and creative director. Brought up in the subculture of London, now living in Los Angeles, Viktoria is known for her multi-disciplinary approach to
future-pop identity and performance art with a post-human edge.Ieva Rubeze (b. 1977, Latvia) is an artist working with poetic videos and installations and has created works full of imagination.Aleksandra SamuÄ¼enkova
(b. 1986, Latvia) is a type designer. In addition to her daily work on type, Aleksandra conducts various typographic experiments, as well as researches type design traditions and their connection to historical events.Elza
Sile (b. 1989, Latvia). Works with possibility lists (menu) consisting of units and their play-outs (sets). Combining analytic division with mental imagery she builds up a vocabulary of psycho-spatial typologies in flow.
Currenty lives in Zurich.Link: â€œFaktura (For A Nervous Spirit)â€• at kim? Contemporary Art CentreThe post â€œFaktura (For A Nervous Spirit)â€• at kim? Contemporary Art Centre first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Rami GeorgeVenue:Â David Salkin Creative, ChicagoExhibition Title:Â Untitled (the wars in Lebanon)Date: September 11 â€“ October 31, 2020Note: A text associated with the exhibition is available
here.Click here to view slideshowï»¿&nbsp;Full gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Videos:ï»¿Rami George, Untitled (the wars in Lebanon), 2018, HD video, color, sound, 10:00 min.
Voice: Sarah Lily Yassine *transcript available upon request.* Footage Contributions: Giovanni Khoury, Hanno Stecher, Krystel Medawar, Johanna Breiding, Joshua Mosley, Jason S. Hage, Nicole Massad, Sarah Lily
Yassine, Shereen Sheikhhassan, Stephanie Richa&nbsp;Rami George, my mother and her
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